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The Best Little Rally in the Southwest

T

oday, i think, is the first snow on the sandias. up north there’s already
much whiteness happening, so despite our long slide into autumn the season is catching
up with us, and our heady year of riding is drawing to a close.

It’s been a great riding season, too. Warm and
dry starting nearly a year ago – remember the
six months we went without rain? Weather
geeks predict a much different winter this
year: long and cold and wet. So bundle up
next to the fire and get ready to reminisce

sometimes biggest event of the year. There’s
no better way to say farewell to the riding
season than with a roomful of friends eating
until they can barely stand.
As the temperature dives and the snow
moves in, I’m so thankful to live in a place that
has real seasons yet also has nine months of
primo riding weather. You can pack the bike
up for the winter, but why?
David Wilson, editor

about what a great riding season was 2018.
There’s still time to share those memories
with your friends, with the Breakfasts and
Lunches still on the calendar, events at the
dealers, and the fabulous eat-a-thon which
is our Christmas Party. It’s the last and
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AUTONOMOUS DRIVING R1200GS

THE NEW R1250GS AND R1250RT.

BMW’s first autonomous motorbike was presented at the BMW Motorrad Techday 2018. A
R1200GS made its rounds as if by magic, at the BMW Group testing ground in Miramas, southern
France. Developed by graduate engineer Stefan Hans and his team, the vehicle independently
drives off, accelerates, circles a winding test track and independently slows down to a stop.
BMW, committed to technical innovations in motorcycling, is not aiming for a completely
independent motorbike. Rather, the technology will serve as a platform for development of
future systems to make motorcycling safer, more comfortable and increase the riding pleasure.
The aim of the prototype is to gather knowledge with regards to driving dynamics to detect
dangerous situations early on and support the driver with safety systems while turning or when
braking suddenly.
In addition, BMW presented other exciting technology projects. Luminous motorcycle
headlights from cornering lights to laser, as well as a motorcycle frame manufactured completely
using a 3D printing process, including a rear swinging arm. BMW has utilized synergies with BMW
automobiles, the advantage of 3D printing lies in the complete freedom of designing components
that could not be produced in other ways.
The innovative processes used in the production of motorcycle chassis components, such
as frame, swinging arm and wheels are made from the lightweight, yet high-strength material
carbon – already industrially manufactured in the HP4 RACE – further demonstrating BMW’s
competence and excellence in this field. BMW Motorrad and Automobile have a close alliance in
this field too, where this material has long been used in series production.

For more than 35 years, the flat-twin boxer engine in the GS and RT models has stood for
distinctive, powerful and reliable propulsion when it comes to setting off on an extended tour or
a long-distance journey – or simply enjoying the satisfying pleasure of a short weekend trip. For
more than 25 years, BMW has used 4-valve technology, combined with electronic fuel injection
and closed-loop catalytic converter technology in order to achieve the best possible power and
torque delivery, efficiency and environmental compatibility.
With the extensively further advanced boxer engine, the new R1250GS and R1250RT not only
achieve a whole new level of power and torque. It was also possible to significantly optimise
refinement and running smoothness – especially within the lower engine speed range. What
is more, the new engine offers improved emission and fuel consumption levels as well as a
particularly satisfying sound. For this purpose, BMW ShiftCam Technology has been used for the
first time in the serial production of BMW engines: this enables variation of the valve timings and
valve stroke on the intake side. In addition, the intake camshafts are designed for asynchronous
opening of the two intake valves, resulting in enhanced swirl of the fresh, incoming mixture
and therefore more effective combustion. Other technical changes to the engine relate to the
camshaft drive – now taken care of by a toothed chain (previously a roller chain) – an optimised
oil supply, twin-jet injection valves and a new exhaust system.
There are two riding modes available as standard in order to be able to adapt the motorcycle
to individual rider preferences. The standard Automatic Stability Control ASC ensures a high
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)
level of riding safety due to the best possible traction. The set-off assistant Hill Start Control is
likewise a standard feature in both models, enabling convenient set-off on slopes.
The option “Riding Modes Pro” is now available as an optional equipment item, featuring the
additional riding mode “Dynamic”, Dynamic Traction Control DTC, and in the R1250GS also the
riding modes “Dynamic Pro”, “Enduro” and “Enduro Pro”. DTC enables even more efficient and safe
acceleration, especially in banking position. ABS Pro (part of Riding Modes Pro in the R1250GS,
a standard feature in the R1250RT) offers even greater safety when braking, even in banking
position. The new Dynamic Brake Control DBC provides additional safety when braking, also in
difficult situations, by avoiding unintentional accelerator activation. By means of intervention in
the engine control, drive torque is reduced during braking so as to make full use of the braking
power at the rear wheel. This keeps the motorcycle stable and shortens the braking distance.
With the optional equipment item Dynamic ESA “Next Generation,” damping automatically
adapts to the situation according to riding state and maneuvers, and there is also automatic
compensation in all load states. This allows finely tuned adaptation of the motorcycle to riding
states, achieving optimum damping comfort and a very stable ride response – this is now also
available for the R1250RT.
The new R1250GS now features the LED headlamp as standard. In addition to this, the LED
daytime riding light is available as an optional equipment item for both the R1250GS and the
R1250RT, which has halogen headlamps.
The new R1250GS now has the equipment feature Connectivity as standard including a 6.5inch full-colour TFT screen. In conjunction with the standard Multi-Controller, this means the
rider can access vehicle and connectivity functions particularly swiftly and conveniently. The
R1250RT is fitted with a large 5.7-inch TFT colour screen. This is supplemented with an analog
speedometer and rev counter.
Ensuring the fastest possible assistance in the event of an accident or in situations of emergency
and danger can save people’s lives. The optional equipment item Intelligent
Emergency Call summons assistance to the scene as quickly as possible. As before,
this feature can be ordered for both models.
The new R1250RT can be additionally enhanced with optional Classic or Sport
wheels, an exclusive seat and one of two Spezial paint finishes. An HP sports silencer
is likewise available for the two new boxer models.
The new R1250GS showcases its travel and off-road prowess in two modern
basic paint finishes and two striking style variants. The new R1250RT comes in one
basic colour, two style variants and two optional Spezial finishes.

MCLAREN SPEEDTAIL: A 250-MPH HYPERBOLIC HYPERCAR

By Steven Ewing, https://www.cnet.com/roadshow/news/mclaren-speedtail-official-debut/
The McLaren Speedtail is a three-passenger, 1,035-horsepower hypercar that can allegedly
accelerate from 0 to 186 miles per hour in 12.8 seconds and reach a terminal velocity of 250
mph. Yet somehow, that’s only the tip of the proverbial iceberg for what McLaren calls its
“ultimate road car.”
After all, it isn’t the performance data that stops you in your tracks upon seeing the Speedtail
for the first time. As McLaren executives pulled the sheet off the very first Speedtail prototype at
a preview event in London, it was instead the sheer size and curvaceous shape that immediately
sealed the deal. The Speedtail looks like a singular sculpted piece, a sort of ultramodern take on
the silver speed-record streamliners from decades ago.
The Speedtail is 205 inches long – an inch longer than a Chevrolet Tahoe – yet at its highest
point, it barely crests my waist. The edge of its rear deck sits just above knee-level.
Every swoop, every cut, every air duct – they’re all integral to the Speedtail’s ability to hit that
250-mph top speed. So too are the fixed, carbon-fiber, front-wheel aero covers, and tiny digital
rear-view cameras that extend from the dihedral doors. In fact, when you activate Velocity mode
in the hopes of achieving that top speed, the active chassis control lowers the car by nearly an
inch and a half, for maximum aerodynamic efficiency.
The entire body is made from lightweight carbon fiber, parts of which are actually flexible. On
each end of the tail, active ailerons can actually bend, reducing turbulence and drag at higher
speeds. According to McLaren, these ailerons “adjust to move the center of pressure and provide
the required level of downforce precisely when it is needed most.”
The Speedtail is said to weigh just 3,153 pounds in its lightest configuration. The body material
itself is what McLaren calls “titanium deposition carbon fiber,” where a micron-thin layer of
titanium is fused directly into the fiber’s weave, becoming an integral part of the construction.
The central driver’s seat has a trio of screens ahead, and several vehicle controls – including
the gear selector buttons – are housed on the headliner.
Just like the iconic McLaren F1, the Speedtail uses a three-passenger seating arrangement
with a central driving position. The driver’s seat is set forward, with a commanding view of
not only the world ahead, but a trio of high-resolution digital displays that show everything
from pertinent vehicle information to navigation and infotainment functions.
The porthole, door uppers and rear quarter panes use electrochromic technology
that turns the glass opaque at a moment’s notice. The Speedtail doesn’t have sun visors,
either – the top of the windscreen uses the same electrochromic tech.
McLaren will sell 106 Speedtails – around $2 million each, and they’re already spoken for.
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NOVEMBER
S

GENERAL CALENDAR INFO

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8

As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16

by Sandy Ballard
Let’s ride down to Mountainair and have
lunch at the Alpine Alley, located at 210
Summit Ave N, Mountainair, NM 87036, gps
coordinates 34.52213, -106.24045. It should
take about an hour to ride to Mountainair.
Meet at the restaurant at noon or meet in the
Smith’s parking lot on the southeast corner of
Tramway and Central at 10:50 for a prompt 11
am departure. Check the Message Board for
the latest. See you there!

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.

ON ANY SUNDAY
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Daylight Savings Time alert: don’t forget to
turn your clock back before heading out to
breakfast! We’ll be eating at the Range Cafe in
Bernalillo: 925 Camino Del Pueblo, Bernalillo,
NM 87004 at 9 am. Note that November 4
is also the last day to submit photos for this
year’s Riding Challenge. Git her done! Check
the Message Board for the latest.

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8

THE CHRISTMAS PARTY!

Feeling Italian? It’s once again at Trombino’s,
The most belly-busting club event of the
year, bring your hunger! What a way to close
out the riding season. Tombino’s is at 5415
Academy Rd NE. Doors open at 11 am, the
buffet starts at 11:45. We’ll be done by 2:30.

T

W

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

(Continued on page 5)

SMRI (ALBUQUERQUE) AND
ASMA (DEMING)
RACE/TRACK SCHEDULE

SMRI and Law Tigers are proud
to announce the schedule for our
2018 track days and the Law Tigers’
Sandia Motorcycle Roadracing
Championships. Events will be held the
third weekend of every month from
May through October with a total of
five track days and seven race days.
Contact
smri@smri-racing.org, (800) 647-5028,
or http://www.smri-racing.org
ASMA TRACK DAYS
Nov 3, 10
ASMA RACE DAYS
Nov 10-11
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
November 2018
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COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

PLAN FOR NEXT YEAR!

Highway in Arizona.
Additional details about the event will be
forthcoming as the date approaches.

FRIDAY-SUNDAY, MAY 3-5, 2019

FRIDAY-SUNDAY, JUNE 7-9, 2019

(Continued from page 4)

ICE CREAM RIDE

by Sandy Ballard
At the lovely Los Olmos Lodge in Glenwood.
We have reserved the outdoor pavilion at
the Los Olmos for our evening festivities
and Kerry is holding a block of cabins for
our use. Please make your reservations at
www.losolmoslodge.com or 575-539-2224
and be sure to mention that you are with the
Land of Enchantment BMW Riders club.
The ride to Glenwood is outstanding and
there are numerous other great rides in
the area, including the unbeatable Devil’s

CLOUDCROFT CAMP & RIDE

by Sandy Ballard
At the Lower Fir Group Campsite located
about a mile from Cloudcroft. At an elevation
of 8700 feet, it should be nice and cool so
come on out and beat the heat in the rest of
New Mexico.
As with all Camp & Rides, this is a self
supported trip which means you need to bring
your own camping gear, cooking equipment,
food and libations. Water and firewood are
available at the site, so don’t worry about that.
The club is picking up the tab for the campsite,

which has a large covered pavilion with
multiple picnic tables and will accommodate
up to 70 people. If you would rather stay in
a motel the Dusty Boots Motel in Cloudcroft
(http://dustybootsmotel.com/) is only about
a mile away and you are welcome to join us at
the campsite for social time.
Cloudcroft is about 200 miles / four
hours from Albuquerque via Claunch and
Alamogordo. There is paved road all the way
to the campground and even the parking
lot is paved. The gps coordinates of the
campground are 32.96803, -105.73395.
There are several excellent rides in the
area and we would imagine that folks will go
and ride some of them on Saturday June 8.
Hope to see you out there!

SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18-21

I-BMW AHR RALLY, JASPER, AR

by Jerry “Pirate” Finley
At the palatial Gordon Motel. Reservations:
870-446-5252; tell Mrs. Gordon you’re with
the BMW group. All that’s required is to have
a generous party attitude, a low threshold
of self control and no fear of cheap motel
accommodations. And last but not least,
should you choose to attend the rally, please be
aware that mature, adult behavior in any shape,
manner or form is strongly frowned upon and
will not be tolerated. And don’t forget, Jasper’s
in a dry county so bring your own hooch or get
it in Harrison, 20 miles north of Jasper.
November 2018
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2019 YAMAHA NIKEN

by Mark Tuttle, Rider Magazine: read the whole
story by clicking here
Straight from a robot sci-fi movie and into
U.S. dealerships this fall, the Yamaha Niken
is its first production Leaning Multi-Wheel
Vehicle, or LMW.
We don’t often think about the total size of
the two tire contact patches that are ultimately
responsible for keeping our motorcycles
on the road, upright and in control, despite
it being just a few square inches of rubber.
That’s probably because modern motorcycle
tires provide remarkable amounts of traction,
enough to produce lean angles of up to 55
degrees on a road-going supersport bike. We
don’t worry much about our tires, in fact, until
the road conditions are less than perfect, and
traction is scarce. While not daunting enough
to keep the typical motorcyclist from riding, I
doubt there are many who would complain
if you could somehow double the area of tire
contact and dramatically increase grip up
front without detracting from or changing
the overall motorcycling experience. The
Niken will be part of Yamaha’s Touring lineup,
and its three-cylinder 847cc engine has been
revised for more low-end grunt.
Based on the 2019 Yamaha Tracer 900, the
Niken turns heads and corners with two front
wheels and leans just like a two-wheeled

motorcycle. Not only is there twice as much
rubber in contact with the road, the Niken’s
16.1-inch track up front produces far greater
stability than a single wheel, and its front
suspension and anti-lock brakes only enhance
that stability by working independently over
bumps and differing surfaces.
Although the leaning two-in-front concept
isn’t new – Piaggio’s MP3 scooter has a similar
layout – Yamaha is the first to take it this far
on a production motorcycle. Up front parallel
quadrilateral arms support the cantilevered
suspension, which is mounted outside the
wheels to allow maximum lean. Steering is
achieved with a separate group of tie rods and
linkages that include offset steering knuckles,
so that the inside wheel turns progressively
more than the outside.
Supporting the whole shebang is a
hybrid frame with a cast steel headstock,
tubular-steel main frame and cast aluminum
swingarm pivot support and swingarm.
Several changes were also made to the liquidcooled, transverse 847cc DOHC in-line triple,
including stronger transmission gears, revised
EFI settings, slightly lower final-drive gearing
and 18 percent more crankshaft mass to
make starting out on the heavier bike easier.
Throttle-by-wire, three riding (D-Mode) and
traction control (TCS) modes plus cruise

control and a very functional Quickshifter
(QSS) for upshifts are all standard.
The CP3 mill provides a satisfying amount
of power for the Niken, with great in-line
triple sound, smooth fueling and little to no
unpleasant vibes.
Yamaha took us to the Austrian Alps, and I
put about 140 miles on the machine over the
course of the day on all kinds of roads. I could
push it harder into corners than anything I’ve
ridden without a wit of concern, the steering
is butter smooth, neutral and low effort, not
unlike a typical larger motorcycle with a wide
handlebar. The bike is so solid, secure and
planted even when you’re fully heeled over it
almost feels as if you could take your hands
off the bars, and over bumpy roads the Niken
is very stable and confidence inspiring, like it
simply can’t get out of shape.
Like other performance motorcycles the
Niken has triple disc brakes, and they haul
the big machine down quite well, though a bit
more bite from the fronts would be welcome.
That wide handlebar contributes to loweffort, neutral steering that is smooth and
agile – the only time you really notice both
front wheels is at low speeds and over bumps.
As part of Yamaha USA’s Touring lineup,
the Niken gets a fairly upright, relaxed seating
position with a comfortable rider’s seat,
decent legroom and a wide handlebar, yet the
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rider still feels solidly in control during sport
riding. That small windscreen keeps wind
blast off your chest and the cruise control
is precise and easy-to-use. All LED lighting
includes quad headlights and front turn
signals integrated into the functional mirrors.
“Twinned” wheels less than 460mm
apart are considered a single wheel in most
countries, so the Niken remains in motorcycle
territory when it comes to licensing and
helmets and such. It’s highly maneuverable
at low speeds – sharing lanes on California
freeways, for example, should be a snap. But
at a claimed 580 pounds with 4.8 gallons of
fuel, the Niken weighs 155 pounds more than
the 425-pound MT-09, and with the exception
of the Niken’s cruise control and QSS the dual
front wheel setup and its associated changes
are responsible for all of it. It’s also expected
that the Niken will retail for around $16,000,
so while it’s definitely a step up in terms of
traction and safety in imperfect conditions,
many riders will find it hard to justify the extra
weight and cost. But for someone who wants
more stability, control and incredible grip up
front, especially when the conditions are less
than ideal, or just wants to own one of the
most unusual and exciting machines Yamaha
has ever built, the Niken is a triple treat in
more ways than one.
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INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries
PRESIDENT
Rod Getting
President@LOEBMWR.org
VICE PRESIDENT
Jon Helm
VicePresident@loebmwr.org
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
Membership@loebmwr.org
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Bede Crawford
MembershipRecords@loebmwr.org
COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
Communications@loebmwr.org
ACTIVITIES CZAR
Sandy Ballard
Activities@loebmwr.org

RALLY CHAIR
RJ Mirabal
rallychair@loebmwr.org
TREASURER
Jan S.
Treasurer@loebmwr.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. For more information or
to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095

SECRETARY
Amy Ballard
Secretary@loebmwr.org

www.loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
Newsletter@loebmwr.org

or contact membership@loebmwr.org
BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
Webmaster@loebmwr.org
MEMBER AT LARGE
Daniel Schrodt
Member2@loebmwr.org
PAST PRESIDENT
David Hudson
Past President@loebmwr.org

SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646
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GREETINGS CHALLENGE RIDERS!

by Sandy Ballard, full info at http://loebmwr.
org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5032
We have four more Riding Challenge winners!
Amy and I rode up to Sandia Crest, completing
all the Riding Challenge Rides! We had fun!
You can peruse all of our Riding Challenge
photo ops here: https://photos.app.goo.gl/
zQhlBI3392aUXIUf1. Bede Crawford also
rode up to Sandia Crest, his 36th and final
Riding Challenge Ride of the year. Way to
go Bede! Randy was out riding and sent in
a photo for his 36th Riding Challenge Ride!
Way to go Randy! Winner #7!
We really enjoyed the Challenge this year
because it was focused on great roads to ride.
Amy’s favorite was definitely Geronimo Trail
up to Beaverhead Ranger Station. I had several favorites including Gila Cliff Dwellings
and Emory Pass. Timberon was also really
awesome.

The end of the Riding Challenge will soon
be upon us! You must submit your photos to
activities@loebmwr.org no later than midnight Sunday November 4.
So far, we have 7 winners and 23 Riding
Challenge Riders have completed a total of
424 rider-rides. Nice work everyone!
Also note that everyone who completed at
least 24 of the 36 Rides wins a T-shirt (Long
Rides to Weird Places), which you can pick
up at Sandia BMW dealership anytime.
Riding Challenge winners will be recognized and receive prizes at the Christmas
Party December 8.
Anyone ready for next year’s Riding
Challenge? Well you will have to wait until
the Christmas Party to learn the details!

229 MPH MOTORCYCLE WORLD
RECORD ON BMW S1000 RR

http://huntersillsracing.com/top-1-oil-andhunter-sills-racing-add-another-motorcycleworld-record-of-229-mph/
Uyuni, Bolivia July 18, 2018 — TOP 1 Oil and
Hunter Sills Racing add another world record
on their S1000RR at the Cook Top of the
World Shootout and set a new peak speed
of 242mph / 389kph for the World’s Fastest
BMW Motorcycle.
Hunter Sills Racing (HSR) bests its
own prior record, setting a new FIM world
record of 229.266 mph
(pending FIM ratification)
in the 1000cc naturally
aspirated
4-cylinder
partially streamlined class.
Rider Erin Sills added eight
miles per hour to her late
husband Andy Sills’ prior
record of 221 mph set on the
Bonneville Salt Flats in 2013.
HSR rider Trev Richter also

successfully earned his 200mph race license
aboard the S1000 RR.
The team overcame multiple challenges
along the way. Shipping containers carrying
critical equipment from the U.S. to Uyuni,
Bolivia were significantly delayed, causing the
race event to be truncated from the original
six days to only two and a half. The first
day of testing for HSR was promising, only
to be followed by a major electronic failure
impacting the nitrous system and a blown
motor on day two of the event. In freezing
cold temperatures and harsh winds, motor
builder Shane Kinderis of Alpine Performance
Centre and race mechanic Curtice Thom of
the HSR crew swapped the blown motor for
a spare, and the team was up-and-running
the morning of the final day. Sills qualified on
her first pass of the day, setting a new high
for top speed aboard the World’s Fastest
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of 242mph (up from
Andy’s prior 236mph),
but electrical issues
caused her backup attempt to fail to
secure the record.
Finally, in the last
hour of the meet she
was able to qualify at
229mph and back it
up again at 229mph,
setting a new World
Record for the team.
This is the 37th
World or National
record set by the HSR
crew who’ve been
landspeed
racing
since 2005.
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